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Basix is dedicated to supplying top-notch products at the most affordable rates. It 
aims to reach the masses and season their life with the best technologies in the world. 
It’s working on making the top-shelf product readily available to everyone.

Drogo is highly committed to providing gaming geeks with the best tech experience 
invented with space-age technology. It aims at stocking up the gaming market with 
performance-oriented products that focus on enriching the overall gaming experience.

Vmax is a brand established by the founders of MixMax. After highlighting the tales of 
other popular brands, MixMax founders thought of writing their own story. They 
launched their product under the brand name Vmax. It is the hot spot for the most 
cutting-edge technologies designed considering the technophilic nature of the 
present world. The brand is highly focused on enhancing modern-day gadgets' quality 
and serving the best in the digital world.

MixMax is a Premium Electronics distribution focused on equipping its customers with 
the latest electronics accessories and developing state-of-the-art gadgets, keeping 
its customers ahead of the curve. From supplying the hottest electronic brands to 
delivering the latest version of those brands, MixMax spares no effort in supporting its 
clients to live in the futuristic era by distributing the most innovative, tech-savvy 
products.

ABOUT US



DREAMS DO COME TRUE...

HISTORY
The journey takes us back to the time when camels were common on the streets of Dubai. 
And here comes a little space on that very same street with a store about to change the 
future of electronics in the coming era– MixMax. Watching the changing face of Dubai, 
MixMax founder changed his futuristic outlook and went on a mission to make this idea go 
big ambitiously. 

Slow and steady wins the race, the process was onerous, but the growth was drastic. With 
the changing phase of time, MixMax became a leading distributor of Electronic accessories, 
acquiring gulf country regions in a matter of time. 

The change was visible; the time on the clock and the calendar on the wall were changing 
date and time like a fast-moving wind. The founder has seen Dubai changing from Camels to 
Cadillac, and his mission had a role to play in the changing face of Dubai.

The fast-moving time in Dubai gives this company a name- MixMax. MixMax has now 
occupied the most deserving space in the Dubai markets and will continue to support the 
idea of making this mission go big.

If you have an absolute will and motivation to achieve them. With the motive of 
attaining success, Abdul Razak landed in Dubai from his home city . It all started by 
working as a salesman at his Uncle’s store located in Burdubai. His passion for success 
led him to start his own shop in 1988 with his friend and named it     . His drive 
for success and hard work pulled him to victory and stand on great heights.
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Our mission is to spread our roots 
and strengthen our position as the 

top leading electronic accessories
and distributors in Middle East. We are 

ready to confront challenges and emerge 
as the one-stop solution in tech & 

electronics.

MISSION

We will be the most Prominent 
Distributor of consumer goods in 

MENA region for all the start up
brands as well as Big brands around the 

world.

VISION



TILL 2022
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2005

It was a game-changing year for MixMax. 
It was the first Apple product distributor 
company in the Middle East Market. The 
company was distributing Apple audio 
products, including the iPod shuffle, to 

Carrefour.

1980
The idea of the startup MixMax struck Mr. 
Abdul Razaq in the 1980s. He was quickly 
able to move his idea from his head into 
reality. And it all started as a retail store 

for general trading.

1984 Started store with friends.

1993Started MixMax retail store in Bur Dubai 
with latest electronics, in that era.

1999

The change in Dubai’s face was saying a 
lot about the upcoming era of gaming and 
technology. MixMax decided to take this 
opportunity and started distributing 
Nintendo games to Carrefour as an 
official distributor.

2006

MixMax was moving ahead, expanding its 
roots all over the gulf with its products. It 
started producing the First1 brand for 
Carrefour in audio cables and IT cables. It 
started distributing a wide range of Apple 
products from iPod shuffle to iPod 
classic and iPod nano. MixMax 
successfully grabbed its place in LULU 
Hyper Markets spreading its reach.
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2021
MixMax as a part of growth, gone under 
rebranding and upgraded the company 

structure.

2012-2019 MixMax was growing rapidly with 
numerous brands added to distribution 
like Verbatim, Toshiba, Skross, Wenger.

2011

MixMax introduced the Xtouch brand with 
their Tablets to Carrefour. It also started 
production of its own Tablets under the 

brand of Vmax.

2010

MixMax began to extend operations all 
over the Gulf Countries distributing Vmax 
and First 1 to all hyper electronics retail 
stores in the region. Vmax also added 
mobility accessories to the range.

2009

The gaming industry was booming and so 
was Vmax. MixMax expanded its gaming 
business with Gaming consoles like 
Playstation 2, Xbox, and Sony PVP. It also 
started the Distribution of Plantronics by 

the end of 2009.

2008

MixMax became a HubSpot for different 
kinds of electronic brands like Philips, 
TwinMOS, and Dacomex. MixMax was also 
expanding its brand Vmax along the way 
with cables, audio-video, and gaming 
accessories.

2007

MixMax began manufacturing its own 
brand VMAX with different kinds of IT and 
networking cables and started 
distributing to Electronic Stores in the 

UAE.
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2023
MixMax has projects to be actively 
present in KSA and the Indian 
subcontinent, mainly in duty-free 

stores and online platforms.

MixMax plans to be on all major online 
platforms and key retail outlets in the 
GCC with trending products all ahead 
of time.

2022

2025
Target of 25 leading Brands under 
MixMax  for distribution among all 

MENA region.

MixMax plans to be amongst the top 
distribution channel in UAE, explore 
North African Markets.2024

The Journey Continues

SINCE 2022
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OUR
TEAM

Mr. Mohamed Abdul Razaq
Director

+971 56 424 0111, +974 660 65616

mohamed@mixmaxme.com

UAE

Mr. Shafique Hassan 
Sales Director

+971 50 151 3999

shafiq@mixmaxme.com

Qatar

Mr. Muhammed Rafi
Sales Manager 

+968 992 17378

rafi@mixmaxme.com

Muscat

Mr. Abdul Azeez
Sales Manager 

+965 504 54001

azeez@mixmaxme.com

Kuwait



BRANCHES
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MixMax Trading FZ LLC
Dubai – UAE

HEAD OFFICE

Mix Muscat Trading LLC
Seeb – Oman

MixMax Trading WLL
Wukair – Qatar

MixMax Electronics WLL
Manama - Bahrain

MixMax General Trading
Hawally – Kuwait

MixMax Tbilisi LLC
Tbilisi - Georgia
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Carrefour (GCC)

Lulu Hypermarket (GCC)

NESTO Hypermarkets (GCC)

Noon.com

Amazon.com

Emax

Monoprix

Sharaf DG 

Store 974

Star Gallery

Best Al-yousifi

Cloud 9

Jarir Bookstore

Extra (Oman & Saudi)

AFFILIATES
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VMAX

PQI

Twinmos

Dacomex

SKROSS – GCC

Verbatim - GCC

Pierre Cardin GPS

Lexar –KSA & KWT

Toshiba, Toshiba Storage – KWT

Philips, PHILIPS UFD products - GCC

Philips Electrical Accessories & OTG

Wenger Bag

Wenger Business Cases - GCC

Plantronics (UAE Selected markets)

Swiss Mobility Accessories - GCC

Apple

Nintendo

Baseus

Playstation

DISTRIBUTION BRANDS




